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ABSTRACT
This paper studies MIMO based rate adaptation (RA) in
802.11n wireless networks. Our case study shows that exist-
ing RA algorithms offer much lower throughput than even
a fixed-rate scheme. The fundamental problem is that, all
such algorithms are MIMO oblivious; they do not consider
the characteristics of diversity-oriented, single-stream mode
and the spatial multiplexing driven, double-stream mode.
We propose MiRA, a novel MIMO RA scheme that zigzags
between intra- and inter-mode rate options. Our experi-
ments show that MiRA consistently outperforms three rep-
resentative RA algorithms, SampleRate, RRAA and Atheros
MIMO RA, in static, mobility and collision settings.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer Communication Networks]: Network
Architecture and Design—Wireless communication

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Experimentation, Performance

Keywords
MIMO, Rate Adaptation, IEEE 802.11n

1. INTRODUCTION
Rate adaptation (RA) in the recent IEEE 802.11n sys-

tems dynamically adjusts the Modulation Coding Scheme
based on the runtime channel quality. It is critical to net-
work throughput, yet unspecified by the standard. What
makes RA in the 802.11n setting different from the legacy
802.11a/b/g systems is its new Multiple-Input Multiple-Output
(MIMO) technology. With multiple transmit and multiple
receive antennas and channel bonding, the 802.11n standard
allows for two operation modes. One is the diversity-oriented
single-stream (SS) mode. The other is the spatial multiplex-
ing driven, double-stream (DS) mode. Using both SS and
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DS, it thus offers a wide range of rate options, starting from
6.5Mbps and reaching 600Mbps at the maximum. MIMO
RA is likely to be important in 802.11n systems due to the
wider span and larger number of rate options.

In this paper, we identify issues and propose solutions
for MIMO-based RA in 802.11n systems. Our work started
from a case study of existing RA algorithms using proto-
types and experiments on standard-compliant 802.11n AP
platform. The case study asked a simple question: Can we
simply apply these RA algorithms, which have been shown
to work well for the legacy 802.11a/b/g networks, to the
MIMO setting? To this end, we chose two representative
RA algorithms: RRAA [2], and SampleRate [4]. We also
evaluated another algorithm, Atheros MIMO RA [3], used
in 802.11n Atheros chipsets. To our surprise, all three algo-
rithms did not do well, offering 28% to 44% lower goodput,
defined as effective throughput by excluding protocol over-
head, than the best fixed-rate scheme. The fundamental
problem is that, all such algorithms do not properly con-
sider SS and DS modes, thus not exploiting the inherent
MIMO characteristics, which exhibit very different loss pat-
terns across SS and DS modes.

Our extensive experiments further discovered that there
exhibits a non-negligible, non-monotonic relation between
loss and rate in 802.11n MIMO scenarios, when considering
all rate options and ignoring operation modes. As the rate
value increases, loss does not monotonically grow with rates
in different modes. A higher rate may consequently lead to
lower loss and larger goodput. This is the reason why exist-
ing RA algorithms got stuck at lower rates that yield much
smaller goodput. However, the good news is that within
each SS/DS mode, the monotonic behavior between loss and
rate still largely holds.

In this paper, we design, implement and evaluate MiRA, a
new RA algorithm for 802.11n MIMO systems. MiRA uses
a novel zigzag RA scheme, which opportunistically zigzags
between intra-mode RA and inter-mode operations. When
performing rate update, it first retains its current SS/DS
mode but adapts the rate upward/downward. This intra-
mode RA exploits the monotonicity between loss and rate
in the same mode. When it cannot further improve good-
put in its current mode, MiRA performs inter-mode RA by
exploring the other DS/SS mode. MiRA further uses prior-
itized, adaptive probing to reduce the penalty incurred by
probing bad rates and swiftly identify the best rate. Finally,
MiRA exploits features of frame aggregation and BlockAck
in 802.11n to detect collisions from channel errors.

Our experiments in both controlled testbed settings and



field trials confirm the performance gain of MiRA in all cases
of fading, hidden terminal-induced collisions, and mobility.
Our experiments show that MiRA outperforms all three RA
algorithms with goodput gains up to 124.8% in static set-
tings, 182.2% for mobile clients, and up to 1094% in intense
interference scenarios. In the field trials, MiRA achieves
goodput gains from 19.4% up to 67.4% over the three exist-
ing algorithms.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the background, and describes our experimental
setting. Section 3 studies a simple case of applying existing
RA algorithms in the 802.11n scenario, and Section 4 reports
the findings on characteristics of SS and DS modes. Section
5 presents the design of MiRA, and Section 6 describes its
implementation and evaluation. Section 7 reviews the re-
lated work. Section 8 concludes the paper.

2. BACKGROUND
This section introduces the 802.11n standard and describes

our experimental setting.

2.1 IEEE 802.11n Standard
The 802.11n standard incorporates three new features to

boost performance.

Multiple-input Multiple-output (MIMO) MIMO
uses multiple transmit and receive antennas to achieve spa-
tial multiplexing and spatial diversity. Spatial Multiplex-
ing transmits independent and separately encoded, spatial
streams, from each of the multiple transmit antennas. The
current standard allows for maximum four spatial streams.
Spatial diversity (often implemented via maximal ratio com-
bining) transmits a single stream from each transmit an-
tenna. It leverages the independent fading over multiple
antenna links to enhance signal diversity.

Channel-bonding/40MHz operation This opera-
tion simultaneously uses two separate channels to trans-
mit data, thus doubling the rate in principle. The legacy
802.11a/b/g systems use a single 20MHz channel, but 802.11n
can operate in the 40MHz mode over two adjacent channels,
one as the control and the other as the extension.

Frame aggregation Frame aggregation amortizes pro-
tocol overhead over multiple frames. It packs several data
frames, called Mac Protocol Data Units (MPDUs), into an
aggregate frame (called A-MPDU).

The current 802.11n standard-compliant systems imple-
ment most, but not all functionalities of the standard. They
can operate on both 2.4GHz and 5GHz bands with both
20MHz and 40MHz modes. The number of supported an-
tennas is up to three and the antenna configurations are
2x2, 2x3, and 3x3. Current systems support up to two spa-
tial streams. 20MHz rates go up to 135Mbps while 40MHz
rates go up to 300Mbps. SS rates are implemented using
diversity, and DS rates are implemented using Spatial Mul-
tiplexing. The 802.11n standard also supports fast MCS
feedback mechanism, but current systems do not implement
this feature.

2.2 Experimental Setting
We next describe the experimental platform and setup for

our MIMO rate adaptation study.
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Figure 1: Experimental floorplan.

Experimental Platform We conduct all experiments
on a programmable AP platform, which uses Atheros AR5416
2.4/5 GHz MAC/BB MIMO chipset and supports both SS
and DS modes. It supports up to 130Mbps and 300Mbps
data rates for 20MHz and 40MHz channel operations, re-
spectively. The clients in our experiments are using either
Broadcom or Marvell 802.11n chipsets. Frame aggregation
and BlockAck (i.e., ACK for A-MPDU) are also available.
Both AP and clients have 3 available antennas.

Our platform provides per-frame control functionalities,
and we have implemented mutliple RA algorithms in the AP
firmware. Upon receiving a BlockAck, the RA module gets
feedback including the number of MPDUs in the transmitted
A-MPDU (called as nFrames) and the number of MPDUs
received with errors (called as nBad). If the entire A-MPDU
is lost, the number of hardware retries (called as retries) is
also available. We can then compute Sub-Frame Error Rate

(SFER) as SFER = nF rames×retries+nBad

(retries+1)×nF rames
. Per-antenna

SNR information is available to the RA module as well.

Experimental Setup We conduct our experiments
in both a campus setting and a RF chamber. Figure 1
shows the floorplan of the campus building we run the ex-
periments. Spots P1 to P19 represent different locations
where the clients are placed. The RF chamber offers an RF
shielded room isolated from external RF noises and interfer-
ences. We run the same set of experiments with three differ-
ent 802.11n clients: Buffalo WLI-CB-AG300NH 802.11a/b/g/n
wireless adapter based on Marvell 802.11n chipset, Linksys
WPC600N 802.11a/b/g/n and Airport Extreme wireless adapters
using Broadcom chipset. The results presented in the paper
are from Airport Extreme adapter, which supports up to
270Mbps rates.

3. A CASE STUDY
We started our work by examining how well the existing

RA algorithms work in the 802.11n MIMO setting. The
goal is to understand which factors in these RA schemes
lead to their performance gain or loss and which MIMO
characteristic is the root cause.

To illustrate our findings, we first present a case study
with one static client located at P4 (see Figure 1). We stud-
ied three representative RA algorithms: RRAA [2], Sam-
pleRate [4], and Atheros MIMO RA [3]. RRAA and Sam-
pleRate have been shown to work well in the legacy 802.11a/b/g
scenarios, and Atheros MIMO RA is a new algorithm used
in 802.11n Atheros chipsets. We also conducted fixed-rate
experiments at every 802.11n rate option.

Table 1 summarizes the results of these experiments. Un-
fortunately, all three RA algorithms perform worse than the
best fixed-rate scheme, with 28% to 44% lower goodput.
The goodput at the best fixed rate is 128.5Mbps, while



Rates Atheros RRAA SampleRate Fixed Rate Fixed Rate
(Mbps) RA Goodput (Mbps) SFER

40.5SS 36.23 0.12%
54SS 49% 49.08 0.20%
54DS 48.87 0.12%
81SS 72.94 0.07%
81DS 72.64 0.06%
108SS 51% 96.46 0.15%
108DS 47% 89% 96.31 0.16%
121.5SS 53% 4% 74.01 17.92%
135SS 7% 36.56 54.61%
162DS 128.46 4.31%
216DS 5.71 96.73%

Goodput 71.40 85.36 91.95
(Mbps)

SFER 0.59% 13.24% 7.25%

Table 1: Rate distribution, Goodput and SFER of
existing RA algorithms at P4.

Atheros RA gives 71.4Mbps, RRAA offers 85.4Mbps, and
SampleRate gives 91.9Mbps. These results clearly indicate
that the existing RA algorithms cannot be effectively ap-
plied in 802.11n networks.

It turns out that, all three RA algorithms were stuck at
rates much lower than the best rate choice. Table 1 states
that the goodput at 162DS is 128.5Mbps, while the good-
put at 108SS, 108DS, 121.5SS and 135SS are only 96.5Mbps,
96.3Mbps, 74Mbps and 36.6Mbps, respectively. Obviously,
a good RA should transmit most of its frames at 162DS
rather than at other rates. However, as illustrated in Table
1, the rate distribution of each RA, which provides the per-
centage of data frames transmitted at a given rate, shows
the opposite results. SampleRate transmits 89% of frames
at 108DS, RRAA transmits 53% and 47% at 121.5SS and
108SS. The Atheros MIMO RA is even worse, transmiting
51% at 108SS and 49% at 54SS, and not using 162DS at all.

We next examine what happens at rate 162DS and other
rates. Our experiments, plotted in Figure 2(a), reveal that
two factors play a critical role: non-negligible, non-monotonic
relation between SFER and rate, and frame aggregation.
Figure 2(a) shows that, SFER does not monotonically in-
crease as the rate grows from 121.5 to 162 Mbps. The frame
loss SFER is only 4.3% at 162DS, but is 54.6% at 135SS and
17.9% at 121.5SS. This finding in 802.11n MIMO settings is
clearly different from that in the legacy 802.11a/b/g sys-
tems. Aggregation level is another factor that affects good-
put. Figure 2(a) states that, the average aggregation level is
27 MPDUs at 162DS but is 15 MPDUs at 121.5SS. This
(11.3MPDU) larger aggregation level also leads to good-
put improvement as the amortized per-frame overhead is
smaller. With both low SFER and high aggregation level,
162DS significantly outperforms other rates.

Once we discovered the two factors of non-monotonic SFER
and frame aggregation level, we further look into why exist-
ing RA designs have difficulty in identifying and staying at
the best rate that offers highest goodput. The RRAA algo-
rithm [2] assumes that SFER monotonically increases with
rate. Therefore, RRAA assumes that higher rates would
yield higher losses when evaluating the rate 121.5SS. This is
true for 135SS but not true for 162DS. As a result, it never
probes 162DS that has smaller SFER and highest good-
put. Atheros MIMO RA also assumes monotonicity in that
all rates above the current rate R have no smaller SFER.
When probing, it upper bounds the candidate rates for se-
lection (maxRate) by probing one rate higher than the cur-
rent best-goodput rate R. By analyzing actual packet traces,
we observe that probing fails at 135SS and maxRate is set
at 121.5SS for most transmissions. Consequently, Atheros

MIMO RA transmits almost all of the frames at rates lower
than 121.5Mbps. SampleRate [4] randomly samples diverse
rates via probing, but suffers from stale statistics on the
goodput and SFER at a rate as it updates statistics only
by probing these rates. It consequently gets stuck at rates
below 135Mbps as shown in Table 1. Moreover, the Sam-
pleRate implementation bounds sampling to at most 2 rates
higher than the current transmission rate. It thus does not
update stale statistics for rates greater than 135Mbps and
transmits most data at 108DS1.

4. UNDERSTANDING MIMO CHARACTER-
ISTICS IN 802.11N SYSTEMS

The above case study shows that the fundamental reason
for RA under-performance is due to inherent MIMO charac-
teristics [11,15,16]. We now seek to conduct a more thorough
study on such 802.11n characteristics.

4.1 SFER Non-Monotonicity in SS and DS
Our experimental results show that, different from the

legacy 802.11a/b/g systems, there exhibits a non-negligible,

non-monotonic relation between the rate option and SFER

in 802.11n MIMO settings when considering all rates in both
SS and DS modes. SFER does not monotonically increase
when the transmission rate increases. The non-monotonicity
appears more distinctive under two scenarios: (i) in the high-
rate region (e.g., ≥ 121.5SS), and (ii) at same rates in differ-
ent modes (e.g., 54SS and 54DS). Representative examples
of these two cases are illustrated in Tables 2 and 3. Ta-
ble 2 shows that the non-monotonicity in SFER is partic-
ularly severe between three adjacent cross-mode rates (i.e.,
121.5SS, 135SS, 162DS). In four locations P3, P4, P8, and
P10 (We only show a subset of results due to space con-
straints), SFER increases as the rate increases from 121.5SS
to 135SS, but drops significantly as the rate further moves to
162DS. SFER drops 50.3% at P4 when switching from 135SS
to 162DS. Similar results are also observed in the RF cham-
ber, where 121.5SS and 135SS have up to 6.4% and 8.1%
higher SFER than 162DS, respectively. Non-monotonicity
also exhibits in the same-rate pairs. The SFER difference
can be as large as 28.2% (location P10), as shown in Table
3. Note that this non-monotonic behavior is not caused by
SNR variations. Both Table 2 and 3 show that the SNR
values only exhibit minor differences at a given location.

The root cause for the behavior is that SS and DS are
based on different communication approaches [11]. Thus it
is unlikely that they will exhibit similar loss-rate relations
by simply merging them together via the numerical value of
the transmission rate.

In contrast, the monotonicity between SFER and rate still
holds well in each single-mode case. Our extensive experi-
ments show that, in either SS or DS mode, the SFER does
monotonically increase as the rate grows (see Figures 2(c)
and 2(b) for an illustrative example).

The non-monotonicity between SFER and rate has pro-
found implications for 802.11n rate adaptation design. Many
existing RA algorithms implicitly assume the monotonicity
between SFER and rate. For example, one popular mech-
anism is to sequentially probe upward/downward the rates,

1We also tuned SampleRate by relaxing this sampling
bound, but it still suffers from stale statistics and probing
overhead in many cases, as we shall discuss in Section 6.3.
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Figure 2: SFER vs. Transmission Rate in 802.11n MIMO settings (measured at location P4).

Location SFER121.5SS (%) SF ER135SS (%) SF ER162DS (%)
SNR (dB) SNR (dB) SNR (dB)

P3 0.39% 7.99% 0.33%
42.97 (dB) 40.64 (dB) 41.53 (dB)

P8 0.27% 11.90% 0.39%
29.69 (dB) 30.80 (dB) 31.22 (dB)

P4 17.92% 54.61% 4.31%
21.67 (dB) 22.41 (dB) 22.15 (dB)

P10 96.29% 98.99% 74.50%
17.38 (dB) 16.75 (dB) 17.79 (dB)

Table 2: SFER non-monotonicity w.r.t. rate in cross

modes.

Location P10 P13 P14 P11 P7
SFER(%) SFER(%) SFER(%) SFER(%) SFER(%)
SNR(dB) SNR(dB) SNR(dB) SNR(dB) SNR(dB)

27SS 0.19% 0.30% 0.61% 4.95% 10.95%
17.10(dB) 14.93(dB) 12.96(dB) 12.34(dB) 7.03(dB)

27DS 0.23% 0.31% 0.52% 17.79% 25.143%
13.40(dB) 14.09(dB) 12.51(dB) 14.09(dB) 7.10(dB)

54SS 0.25% 1.41% 1.19% 7.44% 100%
16.1(dB) 12.34(dB) 12.87(dB) 10.60(dB) -

54DS 0.25% 0.72% 9.23% 16.73% 100%
14.82(dB) 12.16(dB) 12.19(dB) 12.16(dB) -

81SS 0.19% 10.14% 25.60% 27.88% 100%
17.05(dB) 11.95(dB) 11.58(dB) 11.95(dB) -

81DS 1.54% 10.03% 37.04% 37.15% 100%
16.59(dB) 12.17(dB) 13.29(dB) 11.79(dB) -

108SS 34.83% 99.09% 97.69% 97.85% 100%
16.13(dB) 11.64 (dB) 13.15(dB) 11.64(dB) -

108DS 6.68% 82.88% 93.60% 98.24% 100%
15.02 (dB) 11.71(dB) 13.47(dB) 11.71(dB) -

Table 3: SFER w.r.t. different cross-mode rate pairs.

and adjust the rate based on the probing result. Its underly-
ing premise is that, the packet error rate goes higher as the
rate increases, and there is no need to probe/use higher rate
if the current one performs poorly. While this mechanism
works reasonably well in the legacy system, it does not work
in the dual-mode MIMO settings.

4.2 SS/DS Mode Selection
The above findings indicate that MIMO RA design should

differentiate the two MIMO modes. The next issue is to
identify possible conditions under which SS underperforms
or outperforms DS. Several theoretical studies [11, 15, 16]
have shed lights on it via examining the tradeoff between
Diversity and Spatial Multiplexing gains. Our goal is to
find the answer via experiments in the 802.11n setting.

The comparison between SS and DS mode in various lo-
cations is summarized in Tables 2 and 3. Our results show
that, SNR can serve as a coarse-grained indicator to decide
which mode is more likely to be the winner. In low-SNR
regions (say, < 13dB in our experimental settings), SS is
more likely to outperform DS. In these low-SNR, far-away
locations, SS is a winner over DS with 5% or more goodput
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Figure 3: SFER vs. aggregation level.

gain in 85.7% of locations tested, while its goodput and loss
are similar to DS in the remaining locations. The winning
SS rates span the broad set of 13.5SS, 27SS, 40.5SS, 54SS,
and 81SS. The average goodput gain is 15.6% but varies
from 6% to 40.2%. In high-SNR regions (say, > 16dB in
our setting), DS is more likely to outperform SS. In fact, in
almost all cases, DS is the winner over SS, with the average
goodput gain being 33.2%. The actual goodput gain varies
from 17% to 60.4%. The winning DS rates span the broad
set of 108DS, 162DS, 243DS, 270DS, and 300DS.

One should be cautious in applying the above findings, be-
cause they simply show the general trend rather than claim
which specific mode is the winner in all cases. In fact, there
is always the gray area where either can be the likely winner.
Moreover, there are several non-trivial challenges in finding
a good SNR threshold to be used to select between SS and
DS modes. We will elaborate on these issues in Section 6.3.

4.3 On Frame Aggregation
We next study the behavior of frame aggregation and its

impact on RA designs. We used the frame aggregation al-
gorithm currently implemented in the Atheros chipset. An
in-depth study of different frame aggregation algorithms is
beyond the scope of this work. Our experiments reveal in-
teresting findings due to the interplay of rate adaptation and
frame aggregation. First, since higher aggregation can lead
to higher goodput due to amortized overhead, the RA de-
signs may naturally try to maximize the aggregation level,
defined as the number of data frames (MPDUs) in an ag-
gregate frame (A-MPDU). However, our experiment shows
that this is not always the best strategy because high ag-
gregation level makes RA less responsive to fast channel dy-
namics thus reducing the effective goodput. Table 4 shows
such an example. In the experiments, we ran two algorithms



Rates (Mbps) RRAA (%) RRAA-Limited (%) Aggregation Bound

13.5SS 2 1 4
27SS 3 0.5 8
27DS 1 0.5 8
40.5SS 8 14 13
54SS 23 42 17
54DS 29 26 17
81SS 11 1 26
81DS 23 15 26
108SS 35
108DS 35

Goodput (Mbps) 24.22 35.60

SFER (%) 46.61 24.83

Avg. Aggr. level 19.36 11.81

Table 4: Rate distribution (%) and Goodput perfor-
mance for RRAA and RRAA Limited at P6.

at location P6. One was RRAA, and the other was RRAA
with upper bound on the maximum aggregation level (i.e.,
RRAA-limited). The maximum aggregation level is set in
proportion to the rate (shown in the last column of Table 4),
thus seeking to achieve equal air time among transmissions
at each rate. Table 4 shows that the average aggregation
in RRAA is about 7.6 MPDUs larger than that in RRAA-
limited. However, RRAA-limited offered 46.9% goodput
gain over RRAA, even with smaller aggregation. Our anal-
ysis of the traces showed that, RRAA experienced 21.8%
higher loss, and higher aggregation level during lossy trans-
missions led to more frame losses, thus reducing goodput.
Table 4 indicates that RRAA transmits 34% of frames at 81
Mbps, which gave 86.3% SFER. Higher aggregation at this
lossy rate hurts goodput.

Second, SFER can affect frame aggregation along both
positive and negative directions. On one hand, higher loss
may increase the aggregation level. This is because the lost
MPDUs are put back into the software queue for retrans-
mission, thus higher loss can result in larger queue size and
more aggressive aggregation. To verify this hypothesis, we
fixed the transmission rate at 135SS and the data source
at 60Mbps, and varied the SFER by switching to different
locations. When the loss is small (say, 5.3%), the average ag-
gregation level is 3.0 MPDUs. When the loss is medium (say,
29.2%), the aggregation level is 10.5 MPDUs. When the loss
is excessive (say, 99.5%), the aggregation level grows to 18.9
MPDUs. On the other hand, loss may also have negative im-
pact. Figure 3 plots how the aggregation level evolves with
SFER in one experiment, where the transmission rate was
set at 81SS and the data source was aggressive enough to
ensure full software queue. We see that high SFER dropped
the average aggregation level from 21 MPDUs to 8.7 MPDUs
in the experiment. It turns out that, the limiting factor here
is the Block ACK Window (BAW) specified by the 802.11n
standard. BAW moves forward as long as MPDUs with se-
quence numbers inside the BAW are acknowledged, similar
to the sliding window scheme in TCP. However, if the first
MPDU with sequence number Seq within BAW is lost and
to be retransmitted, then all followup aggregate frames can
only aggregate frames within the window of BAW, i.e., with
sequence numbers less than Seq +64, where 64 is maximum
number of frames aggregated in a single frame in 802.11n.
If there are four followup aggregate frames, the aggregation
level is only 16 MPDUs on average. Therefore, the position
of the lost sub-frame affects the aggregation level for the
followup frames.

5. DESIGN
MiRA seeks to identify and set its transmission rate to the

Procedure 1 ZigZagRA: Input (BlockAck), Output (r)

1: update-stats( BlockAck, r)
2: collision-detection-and-reaction( BlockAck, r)
3:
4: //zigzag RA: intra- and inter- probing
5: //isProbe: a variable indicating whether the last frame is a

probe
6: //probeSeq: a list of rates already probed
7: if isProbe = true then
8: update-priority-probing-timer( BlockAck, r)
9: if intra-mode-RA-finished(probeSeq) = false then
10: (r, isProbe, probeSeq) ← next-intra-rate(r, probeSeq)
11: else if inter-mode-RA-finished(probeSeq) = false then
12: (r, isProbe, probeSeq) ← next-inter-rate(r, probeSeq)
13: else
14: //finish probing, select the best rate among the probes
15: (r, isProbe, probeSeq) ← best-rate(r, probeSeq)
16: end if
17: return r

18: end if
19:
20: if probe-timer-expired() = true then
21: //adaptive probing timer expire
22: (r, isProbe, probeSeq) ← timer-expired-rate()

23: else if Gr(t) ≤ Gr(t) − 2 · σr(t) then
24: //channel becomes good
25: (r, isProbe, probeSeq) ← next-higher-intra-rate(r)

26: else if Gr(t) ≥ Gr(t) + 2 · σr(t) then
27: //channel becomes bad
28: (r, isProbe, probeSeq) ← next-lower-intra-rate(r)
29: else
30: //remain in current rate
31: isProbe ← false
32: probeSeq ← r

33: end if
34: return r

best rate option. Unlike other RA algorithms, MiRA uses
a novel zigzag scheme, which opportunistically switches be-
tween intra- and inter-mode RA operations, to address the
802.11n MIMO characteristics. It further uses two-level pri-
oritized probing to reduce the penalty of excessive prob-
ing at bad rates. Finally, MiRA detects collisions from
channel errors based on the loss pattern learned from the
802.11n frame aggregation and BlockAck, without using the
RTS/CTS mechanism. We now elaborate on each operation
in details.

5.1 Zigzag RA: Intra- and Inter-mode RA
MiRA zigzags between SS and DS modes. It favors intra-

mode over inter-mode operations when there is a need to
probe and change the rate (e.g., sudden change in goodput
or probe timer expires). It probes upward/downward within
the current mode until it sees no further chance for goodput
improvement. After intra-mode operations are completed,
it then performs inter-mode RA by probing and changing
rate to the other mode. As a result, when channel dynamics
calls for rate adjustment, MiRA moves upward/downward
in one mode, switches to the other mode and moves up-
ward/downward till the goodput limit within the mode, then
may switch its mode back, and continues the process as time
goes. In both intra-mode and inter-mode operations, MiRA
uses probing-based estimation to identify the best goodput
and adjust the current rate accordingly.

The pseudo code is shown in Procedure 1. It decides, for
each aggregated frame, which rate is used and whether this
frame serves as a probe. There are three kinds of probes:
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ward trajectory upon better channel.
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Figure 5: Example for Zigzag RA: Rate down-

ward trajectory upon worse channel.

same-mode downward, same-mode upward and cross-mode.
Based on the transmission result, it updates the statistics
and then triggers further probes if necessary. Its operations
can be illustrated by the examples in Figures 4 and 5.

Suppose the starting rate is 27SS at time t0, again at
location P4. Upon detecting a better rate, MiRA moves
upward in the SS mode. It continues to probe upward as
long as the estimated goodput keeps on increasing, thus go-
ing through the probing sequence at rates of 40.5SS, 54SS,
81SS, 108SS. When it further probes 121.5SS that gives the
goodput 74Mbps, it does not see a higher or equal goodput
than 108SS (offering 96.5Mbps in Table 1). MiRA thus com-
pletes the intra-mode RA operation within SS mode. Sub-
sequently, MiRA zigzags to the DS mode by first probing at
108DS, which is the lowest DS rate whose loss-free goodput
is higher than 96.5Mbps. Within the DS mode, It further
probes upward to 162DS and 216DS. It finally sets the trans-
mission rate at 162DS since 216DS delivers lower goodput
than 162DS, thus completing the upward operations.

When the channel condition worsens at time t1 (say, the
best rate for goodput now becomes 40.5SS). MiRA detects
reduced goodput and high loss SFER at its current rate
162DS. It thus probes downward along its current mode DS
via the sequence of 108DS, 81DS, and 54DS. Based on the
goodput estimate (say, 30Mbps) at 54DS, MiRA does not
further probe downward at 27DS since the loss-free goodput
at 27DS is lower than the current estimated goodput. MiRA
then zigzags to the SS mode after identifying the best good-
put rate in the DS mode is 54DS. Upon inter-mode probing,
MiRA first probes 40.5SS, since it is the lowest SS rate whose
loss-free goodput is higher than the estimated goodput of the
best rate 54DS. The goodput estimate at 40.5SS turns out
to be the highest 36Mbps so far. In SS mode, MiRA further
probes upward at 54SS, which only offers goodput estimate
29Mbps. MiRA thus zigzags through DS and SS modes, and
settles down at the best rate 40.5SS.

The zigzag RA scheme in MiRA needs to address two
issues: (1) How to decide which rates, in the same mode or
across the mode, to probe? (2) How to estimate the goodput
based on the probing results while taking into account the
effect of aggregation? We next elaborate on both issues.

5.1.1 Prioritized Probing

Similar to other RA algorithms, MiRA uses actual data
frame transmissions to probe other rates and identify the
best rate that offers highest goodput. Different from other
solutions, MiRA devises a novel, prioritized probing scheme
to address MIMO related cross-mode characteristics. More-
over, it uses adaptive probing to dynamically adjust the
probing interval based on the measured SFER and recent

probing history, in order to reduce excessive probing to bad
rates. MiRA addresses four issues in its probing scheme:
(1) When to initiate probing? (2) What rates to probe? (3)
How to probe the candidate rates in both modes? and (4)
How to avoid excessive overhead?

Probing triggers MiRA triggers probing and subse-
quent goodput estimation using both event-driven and time-
driven mechanisms. It starts probing whenever it observes
significant change in the measured goodput at the current
rate. Specifically, it probes downward (to a lower rate) when
Gr(t) ≤ Gr(t)−2 ·σr(t), where Gr(t) is the measured good-
put for rate r at time t, Gr(t) is the moving average of the
goodput, and σr(t) is the standard deviation of the good-
put2. Similarly, it probes upward (to a higher rate) when
Gr(t) ≥ Gr(t) + 2 · σr(t). Alternatively, when the probing
timer for a given rate option expires, MiRA initiates probing
at that given rate. In essence, MiRA uses time-driven prob-
ing to update stale information on goodput statistics, and
event-driven probing scheme to quickly track sudden chan-
nel variations. Once the probe starts, MiRA uses a single
A-MPDU to probe the selected rate. Since each aggregate
frame typically carries tens of frames, this probe is typically
sufficient to collect loss statistics.

Candidate rates for probing MiRA opportunistically
selects the candidate set of rates to probe at a given time.
When probing upward, it first starts from the immediate,
higher rate option within the same mode. It sequentially
goes to each higher rate option. Note that SFER also in-
creases with each higher rate in the same mode. The intra-
mode probe stops at the highest rate option if its next higher
rate has a goodput estimate (using its measured SFER)
smaller than the highest goodput estimate obtained so far.
It then selects rates for inter-mode probing, starting from
the lowest rate, which loss-free goodput is higher than the
highest goodput estimate so far. In the example of Fig-
ure 4, the candidate rate set is {40.5SS, 54SS, 81SS, 108SS,
121.5SS, 108DS, 162DS, 216DS} when the upward probing
starts from 27SS. Note that in inter-mode probing, the good-
put estimate at 108SS is about 96Mbps, higher than the
loss-free goodput at 81DS. Therefore, the inter-mode prob-
ing in DS mode starts from 108DS. When probing down-
ward, it also starts from the immediate lower rate within
the same mode. It sequentially goes to each lower rate until
its highest goodput estimate so far is larger than the next
lower rate. This implies the best goodput estimate so far
is larger than the loss-free goodput that the lower rate may
offer. In the example of Figure 5, the candidate rate set

2More precisely, it is the moving average of the standard
deviation, as we will describe in Section 5.1.2.



is {108DS, 81DS, 54DS, 40.5SS, 54SS} when the downward
probing starts from 162DS. Note that the goodput estimate
at 54DS is about 30Mbps, so MiRA does not probe 27SS
whose loss-free goodput will be lower than the goodput esti-
mate at 54DS. Therefore, MiRA initiates inter-mode prob-
ing. To this end, 40.5SS is chosen first since its loss-free
goodput is better than 30Mbps. It then probes upward at
54SS which offers lower goodput estimate, so it finally iden-
tifies the best rate as 40.5SS.

Two-level probing priority MiRA ranks the sequence
of rates to be probed within each mode and across modes
using a two-level priority scheme.

The first-level priority addresses intra-mode and inter-
mode probing. In MiRA, intra-mode probing is always given
higher priority and takes precedence over inter-mode prob-
ing. Therefore, probing in MiRA always starts to probe
other rates in the same mode (SS or DS). The second-level
priority manages probing order among candidate rates in the
same mode. MiRA always gives higher priority to the rate
option closer to the current rate. Therefore, it always probes
the adjacent rate first, and then the next higher/lower rate
in the same mode when probing upward/downward. In the
example of Figure 4, at the initial rate 27SS, the prob-
ing priority for upward probe within SS follows the order:
40.5SS > 54SS > 81SS > 108SS > 121.5SS. When prob-
ing downward from 162DS in Figure 5, the probing priority
within DS follows the sequence: 108DS > 81DS > 54DS.

When switching to the other mode (say, from SS to DS),
the lowest rate in the new mode which loss-free goodput is
closest to the best-goodput rate in the old mode receives
highest priority. Consequently, in the example of Figure 4,
when probing upward from the SS mode to the DS mode,
108DS, which loss-free goodput is the closest to the best
goodput estimate in SS (i.e., 108SS that has goodput esti-
mate of 96.5Mbps), has the highest probe priority among
all candidate rates within DS. The upward probing order
in DS is 108DS > 162DS > 216DS. In the same example
of downward probing from DS to SS, 40.5SS is the highest
priority probe rate since it is the lowest rate whose loss-free
goodput is closest to the best goodput rate 54DS in the DS
mode. After switching the probe to SS, the probing order
follows 40.5SS > 54SS.

Once probing is done, MiRA leap-jumps to the best rate
after probing. In a sense, MiRA stays in the middle between
sequential rate adaptation (e.g., RRAA) and best-rate RA
(e.g., SampleRate): It differs from RRAA in that it may leap
to the best rate nonsequentially; it differs from SampleRate
in that it still probes sequentially among rate candidates.

Adaptive probing interval MiRA uses two mecha-
nisms of loss-proportional and binary exponential growth to
adaptively set the probing intervals for three eligible rates:
the two adjacent intra-mode rates and one inter-mode rate.
These three rates are used for probing upward and down-
ward in the current mode, and probing in the other mode.
The inter-mode rate is the smallest rate in the other mode
which loss-free goodput is larger than the goodput at the
current rate. Consider the current rate 54SS at time t2 in
Figure 4, the adaptive probing intervals are set for three
rates: 81SS and 40.5SS used for intra-mode, and 54DS which
loss-free goodput is larger than the goodput 30Mbps at 54SS.
As MiRA adapts its rate upward or downward, these three
rates are also changed accordingly.

Whenever the probe to these three rates results in a smaller
goodput than the current transmission rate, the probing in-
terval for rate r is adjusted based on the following formula:

T (r) = T0 · min(2k
, 210) · max(1,

l(r)

l0
)

where T0 is the minimum probing interval (say, 2ms in our
implementation), l(r) is the current loss percentage SFER
at rate r, l0 is a threshold parameter for loss percentage (say,
10% in our implementation), and k denotes the number of
probes to rate r. The update rule states that, the prob-
ing interval increases in proportion to the loss percentage
l(r) once it exceeds the minimum loss threshold. Moreover,
as the number of probes to rate r increases over time, the
probing interval grows exponentially but is upper bounded
by 210. The binary exponential growth eliminates the rates
that consistently offer lower goodput by probing to these
rates less frequently over time. Together, these two mech-
anisms effectively reduce the probing frequency to the bad
rates, thus limiting the associated performance penalty.

Whenever the probe to one of these three rates yields
higher goodput, MiRA resets the probing interval and moves
to the new best rate. It subsequently applies the same up-
date rule to the three new probe rates.

5.1.2 Goodput Estimation

The moving average and deviations of the goodput at
probe rate r is computed as follows:

Gr(t) = (1 − α) · Gr(t − 1) + α · Gr(t)

σr(t) = (1 − β) · σr(t − 1) + β · |Gr(t) − Gr(t)|

where α = 1
8

and β = 1
4

are two parameters.
Note that the instantenous goodput depends on the aggre-

gation level, which may vary a lot from one aggregate frame
to another. Using the aggregation level measured from the
current probe may lead to fluctuating and inaccurate esti-
mation. To address this issue, we use the moving average of
the aggregation level:

Ar(t) = (1 − α) · Ar(t − 1) + α · Ar(t)

where Ar(t) is the measured aggregation level (in terms of
frames) for the current probing frame. Based on this aggre-
gation estimate, we compute the goodput as:

Gr(t) =
DATA · Ar(t) · (1 − SFER)

Toverhead + DATA·Ar(t)
r

where DATA is the payload size of a MAC-layer frame, and
Toverhead is the various 802.11n protocol overhead (related
to DIFS, SIFS, BlockAck, etc.).

5.2 Handling Hidden Terminals
Recent studies [2,5] have shown that interference-induced

data losses can adversely affect the rate adaptation oper-
ations. In such cases, reducing the rate upon losses may
exacerbate collisions since the transmission takes long time
at lower rates. Thus, a good RA design should differentiate
between channel fading losses and collision losses.

Collision Detection MiRA takes a novel approach to
collision detection by exploiting the unique MIMO features
of frame aggregation and BlockAck. During our extensive
experiments, we have observed that channel fading losses
and collision losses tend to exhibit very different patterns
(uniform and near-binary, respectively). As an illustrative
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Figure 6: Loss patterns w/o interference
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example, Figure 6 shows the loss patterns without interfer-
ence at location P15, while Figure 7 presents the loss pat-
terns under a hidden terminal setting. We categorize the
frame losses into three types, based on the number of retries
and the loss rate in the last retry. These results (and similar
ones at other locations) reveal a distinct pattern of collision
losses:

retries ≥ 1 AND
nBad

nFrames
< 10% (1)

That is, the last aggregate frame experienced at least one
retry, yet in the last retry, it was received with very mild
subframe loss. The root cause of the above interference
loss pattern can be attributed to the corruption of the PHY
header upon collisions, thus causing the entire A-MPDU to
be lost [17].

These findings provide us a simple heuristic to infer the
possible occurence of collisions, by checking the above condi-
tion against each aggregate frame transmission. While this
heuristic is shown to be quite effective in our experiments
(detailed in Section 6), it may lead to incorrect detection re-
sults occasionally (categorizing fading losses as collisions, or
vice versa). To improve the detection accuracy, MiRA relies
on repeated collision indications during a short timespan,
rather than a single instance. To this end, MiRA maintains a
dynamic interference observation window (IFWnd), which
is normally set to 0. Whenever an aggregate frame satisfies
Condition (1), MiRA suspects collisions and thus initializes
IFWnd to a pre-defined value (say, 3 in our implementa-
tion). For the subsequent IFWnd aggregate frames, if any
of them exhibits the collision pattern again, MiRA will con-
firm the collisions and trigger the reactions, as described be-
low. Otherwise, IFWnd decrements by one for each frame
not satisfying Condition (1), until IFWnd reaches 0.

Two alternatives to collision detection, using adaptive RTS
filter [2] and SNR [5], both have downsides in the 802.11n
MIMO case. An MIMO device typically operates at much
higher rates than the legacy 802.11b/a/g device, thus the rel-
ative overhead of RTS/CTS grows much larger. Because the
adaptive RTS/CTS scheme turns on RTS/CTS regardless
of date rate or frame size, it introduces significant overhead
with high rates and/or small frames. On the other hand,
the SNR-triggered approach requires the sender to obtain
fine-grained, per-frame accurate SNR information from the
receiver, which is not available in current 802.11n systems.
Moreover, 802.11 systems only measure SNR for successfully
received, not collided frames at the receiver.

Cost-Effective Collision Reaction MiRA takes a cost-
effective approach to whether to turn on RTS/CTS protec-
tion. Note that blindly using RTS/CTS upon collisions is

not a viable strategy, because the RTS/CTS overhead can be
prohibitively expensive, especially at high rates. Thus, we
turn on RTS/CTS only when the potential gain outweighs
the overhead.

Specifically, we estimate the RTS/CTS overhead as TRCTS ,
the channel time used by transmitting RTS/CTS signaling
messages. On the other hand, given the current aggregate
frame nFrames to be transmitted at rate R, the potential
saving is estimated as nF rames

R
. The logic here is that, with-

out RTS/CTS, this aggregate frame needs at least one retry
to get through after collisions. Now the condition to turn
on RTS/CTS is given by,

nFrames

R
≥ k · TRCTS (2)

where k is a benefit/cost ratio (say, 1.5 in our prototype).
If this condition is not met, MiRA simply resets IFWnd,
without turning on RTS/CTS.

MiRA further amortizes the RTS/CTS overhead over mul-
tiple aggregate frames. This is done by setting the NAV
(Network Allocation Vector, supported by all 802.11 stan-
dards) as the transmission time of multiple back-to-back
aggregate frames in the buffer. This amortization is fea-
sible as long as these frames are in the buffer queue waiting
for transmissions. To reduce the negative impact of steal-
ing fair access from other competing devices, our prototype
limits the amortization to two large back-to-back aggregate
frames, though more aggressive amortization is feasible.

5.3 Other Design Options for MIMO RA
Now we discuss several alternative design approaches to

MIMO RA. While seemingly simple at the conceptual level,
they all have obvious downsides that pose non-trivial chal-
lenges to make them work consistenly well in practice. The
first approach searches for the best rate option across both
SS and DS modes within a pre-specified range of rates. It
is mode oblivious in that it does not explicitly consider the
SS/DS mode characteristics. However, it is nontrivial to
properly pre-select the range: the smaller the rate range,
the higher probability the optimal rate is missed; the larger
the rate range, the bigger the probing overhead. We will
further examine an algorithm tuned-SampleRate in this cat-
egory in Section 6.3. The second approach exploits the ob-
servation made in Section 4.2 and takes a SNR-based mode
selection. When the measured SNR is lower (or higher) than
a threshold, it chooses the SS mode (or DS mode) and uses
the conventional RA within the mode3. One challenge for
this approach is how to set the thresholds, which change

3Another design variant makes use of two SNR thresholds
in selecting the mode.



Atheros RA RRAA SampleRate
Static UDP (5.6-82.3)% (5.3-71)% (5.6-104.5)%
Static TCP (9.1-107.9)% (5.9-37.5)% (14.7-124.8)%

Mobility UDP 116.1% 30.2% 182.2%
Mobility TCP 72.5% 4.9% 94%

Hidden Terminal (79.4-1094)% up to 6.5% (33.8-983)%
Field Trial 67.4% 20.6% 19.4%

Table 5: Goodput gains of MiRA over existing RAs.

with different operation environments, as we demonstrate
in Section 6.3. Last, it seems that, the fast MCS feedback
approach measuring SNR at the receiver and sending back
to the sender, which is included in the 802.11n standard
yet implemented by the current chipsets, can address most
problems. However, as our experiments show in Section 6.3,
the measured SNR can have large fluctuations, thus making
this approach not as effective as it appears.

6. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
In this section, we describe our implementation of MiRA

on a programmable AP platform and evaluate its perfor-
mance using both controlled experiments and field trials.

6.1 Implementation
We implemented MiRA in the firmware of a programmable

AP platform (about 900 lines of C code). Compared with
other RA algorithms, MiRA poses two implementation chal-
lenges. First, its probing mechanism requires frame trans-
mission and rate control, which are two separate modules in
the driver, to be synchronized on a per-AMPDU basis. We
maintain an additional binary state for each client (other
states kept at AP are per-client statistics), which is set
upon collision losses and checked for each AMPDU trans-
mission. The second challenge is that, the NAV for RTS
cannot be directly set by the transmission module of the
driver. To reserve the wireless channel, we use Atheros’
Virtual more Fragment interface, which consists of a virtual
more-fragment bit (vmf) and a burst duration parameter.
Atheros uses this interface to enable frame bursts. Upon
collision losses, if channel reservation is possible we set the
vmf bit as 1 and burst duration as the transmission time of
the aggregated frames that NAV in RTS protects (the recep-
tion time of BlockAck is also included in burst duration).
The virtual more-fragment bit goes down to the hardware
queue together with the burst of aggregate frames.

6.2 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we compare MiRA with RRAA [2], Sam-

pleRate [4] and Atheros MIMO RA [3]. For RRAA, we
disabled its adaptive RTS/CTS filter, except in the hidden
terminal settings, to avoid goodput degradation which was
observed to be up to 12.2% during our experiments. These
experiments were conducted in various scenarios with vary-
ing client locations, mobility, hidden terminal stations, and
different MIMO channel settings. The traffic was both UDP
and TCP from our AP to one client. All the algorithms
were implemented on AP side. The results show that MiRA
consistently outperforms existing alogithms in all scenarios,
with goodput improvement up to 124.8% for static clients,
182.2% for mobile clients, and 67.4% in field trials. The per-
formance gains of MiRA over existing RAs are summarized
in Table 5.

6.2.1 Static Clients

We first evaluate the RA algorithms with static clients
at multiple locations. The goal is to assess how well each
algorithm handles random channel losses, e.g., due to path
loss, shadowing or multi-path effect. We conduct these ex-
periments during midnight and, in the 5GHz band cases, we
select clean channels with no background traffic (as verified
by the sniffer). We perform tests with both high-volume
UDP traffic and a single TCP flow with various MIMO con-
figurations, e.g., 5GHz vs. 2.4GHz bands, 3 × 3 vs. 2 × 2
antennas. The channel bandwidth is set to 40MHz in all
experiments unless explicitly specified.

UDP/3 × 3 Antennas/5GHz Case: Figure 8 plots the
UDP goodput measured at 6 different locations (as marked
in Figure 1) with 3 × 3 antennas at 5GHz band and the
maximum MiRA goodput gains over the other designs. We
see that MiRA performs better than other algorithms at all
locations, with goodput gains up to 70.7% over Atheros RA,
54.2% over RRAA, and 68.9% over SampleRate. Except
from the closest client-to-AP location where all RAs tend
to transmit at high rates, MiRA delivers gains from 49.4%
(location P5) to about 70.7% (location P4).

UDP/2 × 2 Antennas/5GHz Case: To assess the im-
pact of antenna configurations, we also evaluate the system
with 2× 2 antennas, again at 5GHz band. Our experiments
show that MiRA still outperforms other algorithms at all
locations, with the goodput gains varying from 15.2% to
104.5%. In 3×3 configuration, in the same layout (location,
RA algorithm), we observe up to 43% higher goodput com-
pared with the 2×2 configuration; this gain is attributed to
additional signal redundancy offered by the third antenna.

TCP/3× 3 Antennas/5GHz Case: We also conduct ex-
periments with a TCP flow. Figure 9 shows that MiRA gives
significant TCP goodput gain over others, up to 107.9% over
Atheros MIMO RA, 37.5% over RRAA, and 124.8% over
SampleRate. Similar to the UDP scenario, MiRA offers high
gains in all locations, starting from 24.1% (location P5) to
124.8% (location P6).

UDP/3×3 Antennas/2.4GHz Case: We also test 2.4GHz
channels. Setting the channel to 40MHz in 2.4GHz results
in partially overlapping channels. During this experiment,
we set our AP on Channel 1. We sniff many other APs
on other channels: twelve on Channel 1, two on Channel 4,
eight on Channel 6, six on Channel 9 and nine on Chan-
nel 11. The goodput performance and gains of MiRA vary
from 9.6% to 57.7% at five locations, as shown in Figure 10.
We see that losses and goodput degradation are significant
compared with the 5GHz band due to highly uncontrolled
interference.

UDP/3 × 3 Antennas/2.4GHz/20MHz Case: We fi-
nally repeat the experiments of the 2.4GHz band setting
using 20MHz channel. For the 20MHz channel case, MiRA
gives also significant gains which are up to 36.9% over Atheros
RA, 70% over RRAA, and 44.5% over SampleRate. Even
with 20MHz channel the highest goodput observed was 43Mbps
because of the intense interference.

By analyzing the traces from the above experiments, we
have identified additional aspects that contribute to the per-
formance gains of MiRA.

Effective probing: Most existing RAs only use pre-defined
periods/steps to determine when to probe for better chan-
nel, which may lead to high losses in scenarios where SFER
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Figure 13: MiRA performance in

field trials.

difference between adjacent rates is big. We verify this in
our experiments. For example, at location P4, RRAA sends
42.5% of MPDUs at 121.5Mbps, which exhibits significant
loss (SFER121.5 = 17.9% in Table 1). Similar behavior is
observed in other scenarios such as P10, where RRAA re-
peatedly probes 108SS (31.7% MPDUs are sent at 108SS)
that consistently suffers from more than 34% loss. Similar to
RRAA, SampleRate also uses non-adaptive probing, despite
less aggressive than RRAA. In contrast, the adaptive probing

mechanism of MiRA prevents it from excessively transmit-
ting at lossy rates. MiRA transmits only 2% and almost
0% probes at low-goodput rates, at locations P4 and P10,
respectively.

Handling SFER non-monotonicity: MiRA is not trapped
at lower rates in the scenarios where SFER non-monotonicity
exhibits across SS/DS rates. It switches to the best rate even
though it belongs to the different mode. Using P4 as an ex-
ample, MiRA transmits 96% of frames at 162Mbps that is
the best-goodput rate most of the time. In contrast, other
algorithms transmit more than 90% of their data at rates
lower than 162DS.

We also observed that Atheros MIMO RA may occasion-
ally get stuck at a lower rate because of SFER same-rate-pair
non-monotonicity (say 54SS/DS) in some locations. The
Atheros algorithm a priori ranks all rates to be probed in
the particular order, say 54DS has higher ranking than 54SS
but lower than 81SS in the implementation. Consider that
the current probe upper-bound rate is set as 54DS in the
Atheros algorithm. However, 54SS has higher goodput than
54DS in locations P3, P4, and P10. Then the algorithm has
no way to skip 54DS and probe higher rate 81SS. Therefore,
the algorithm may get stuck at 54SS and can send up to
50% of frames at 54SS in these three locations.

6.2.2 Mobile Clients
In order to gauge the responsiveness of MiRA to fast chan-

nel dynamics, we carry a client and walk from P1 to P6 and
then come back at approximately constant speed of 1m/s.
Figure 11 plots the goodput of the four RAs for both UDP
and single-flow TCP traffic. MiRA offers goodput gain up
to 116.1% over Atheros RA, up to 30.2% over RRAA, and
up to 182.2% over SampleRate. As discussed in Section 5,
MiRA uses (i) moving average to detect significant channel
changes, (ii) only one AMPDU to probe, which is trans-
mitted in a relatively short period and typically contains
enough samples, and (iii) resetting statistical history upon
rate changes. Consequently, MiRA quickly adapts to chan-
nel dynamics due to mobility.

6.2.3 Setting with Hidden Terminals
We next evaluate whether MiRA can successfully infer col-

lision losses and adjust the rate accordingly in the presence
of hidden terminals. We also compare MiRA with MiRA-
basic (MiRA without interference module) to evaluate the
performance of our interference module. In the hidden ter-
minal setting, we also turn on RRAA’s Adaptive RTS filter.
Figure 12 presents the gains of MiRA at five interference
levels by varying the traffic intensity of the hidden termi-
nal. We observe that MiRA is very effective in intense inter-
ference scenarios (4Mbps and 5Mbps interference) where it
can gain up to 1094.5% over Atheros MIMO RA, and up to
599.9% over SampleRate. MiRA performs similar to RRAA,
without having to pay the RTS/CTS overhead of the adap-
tive RTS filter in RRAA. MiRA can give significant gains
over MiRA-Basic from 5.1% to 599.9%.

We attribute the gain to both the selective RTS mech-
anism and the decision that MiRA does not probe down
upon detecting hidden terminals. MiRA yields up to 32.5%
smaller average loss compared with Atheros MIMO RA and
SampleRate. By avoiding probing down in high interference
scenarios, MiRA still transmits at high rates under heavy
collisions. With 4Mbps interference, Atheros MIMO RA
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Figure 16: Per-antenna SNR of con-

trol channel in a static setting.

transmits 94% of frames at the lowest rate 13.5, while MiRA
only transmits 6% at this rate.

6.2.4 Field Trials
We also conduct uncontrolled field trials under realistic

scenarios, where various sources of dynamics coexist in a
complex manner. In our field trial, we use 3 static clients, at
locations P4, P10, and P17, and we move an 802.11n client
on a regular basis based on the mobility scenario of Section
6.2.2. We use TCP traffic to evaluate each RA for about
an hour. During our experiments, the physical environment
was highly dynamic as people walk back and forth.

Figure 13 shows that MiRA gives 67.4% goodput gain over
Atheros MIMO RA, 20.6% goodput gain over RRAA, and
19.4% goodput gain over SampleRate.

6.3 Assessing MIMO RA Alternatives
We next assess three alternative design guidelines via ex-

periments.

Tuned SampleRate Algorithm A best-goodput RA
algorithm as SampleRate, can directly jump to the best-
goodput rate independent of its MIMO mode. However
by upper-bounding sampling up to 2 rates higher than the
current rate, SampleRate has limitations to address SFER
non-monotonicity as stated in Section 3. To address this
issue we implement SampleRate-4 that enlarges the sam-
pling bound to 4, and SampleRate-Unbounded that allows
for search among all the rates larger than the current rate.

Figure 14 plots the goodput results of all three algorithms
and the respective goodput gain of MiRA at four locations
P9, P15, P18, and P19. It indeed shows that expanding
the search scope helps to obtain a better rate at P9, where
SampleRate-4 achieves goodput gain of 18% over SampleR-
ate. However, SampleRate-4 has lower or similar goodput
in the other three locations. At P19, SampleRate deliv-
ers 21.2% goodput gain over SampleRate-4. SampleRate-
Unbounded is even worse, incurring goodput reduction up
to 37.3%. Trace analysis reveals that SampleRate trans-
mits 87% of frames at the high-goodput rates (40.5Mbps,
54Mbps), whereas SampleRate-4 transmits only 50% at these
rates. SampleRate-Unbounded transmits 9.5% of frames at
almost 100% loss. Sampling of these expanded rates conse-
quently incurs higher probe penalty.

SNR-based Mode Selection RA The next algorithm
MIMO-SampleRate selects the SS/DS mode based on a pre-
selected SNR threshold, say, 14dB in our experiments4. In
4A more sophisticated algorithm can use two thresholds, but
the results are similar.

our implementation, SNR is measured from the received
ACK frames and averaged over all antennas. It exploits
the findings in Section 4.2: When SNR is smaller than the
threshold, then SS is more likely to be the winning mode;
when SNR is larger, then DS is inferred as the winning mode.
Once the mode is chosen based on SNR, then the SampleR-
ate algorithm is used within the mode for actual RA.

The results of MIMO-SampleRate are plotted in Figure
14. MIMO-SampleRate achieves higher or similar goodput
compared with tuned-SampleRate, with goodput gain up to
20%. However, MiRA still performs best, 11% to 30% higher
than MIMO-SampleRate. These results seem to indicate
that the SNR-based MIMO-SampleRate can achieve pretty
good performance, while retaining its operation simplicity.
However, our experiments show that, there may not be an
optimal SNR threshold to give the highest goodput in all the
settings. The best SNR threshold values may also depend
on the operation environment.

Figure 15 shows the goodput results using different SNR
thresholds at locations P9, P16, and P17. By choosing a
high SNR threshold, say 25dB, at location P9, we exclude
DS rates (including the highest-goodput rate 162DS), thus
incurring goodput degradation up to 34.9% compared with
using [13dB, 16dB] thresholds at P9. However, choosing
SNR thresholds in [13dB, 16dB] does not guarantee the
best performance in other locations. At P16 and P17, 25dB
threshold outperforms other choices up to 15.3% and 14.8%
respectively. This is attributed to the algorithm’s fluctua-
tion between SS/DS modes when using other threshold val-
ues. For example, at P17 (where SNR is 14.5dB), while 25dB
threshold transmits more than 98% of the frames at 81SS
(which is the best-goodput rate), other threshold values give
sub-optimal rate distributions.

RA Based on Fast MCS Feedback When the fast
MCS feedback becomes available in 802.11n commodity de-
vices, we can use receiver-initiated rate adaptation based on
per-frame feedback of the best rate computed via the mea-
sured SNR. While this approach seems quite promising, it
also poses challenges. Our experiments show that, even in a
static setting, the SNR may fluctuate within a large range
in the MIMO channel. Figure 16 plots the per-antenna SNR
evolution for the control channel (the primary 20MHz chan-
nel) in static 3× 3 antenna setting. Even in a static setting,
the measured SNR can vary from 6dB to 19dB. Similar re-
sults also hold for the extension channel, fluctuating from
4dB to 19dB. The large SNR fluctuations make accurate
rate selection based on SNR values challenging. We note
that similar observations have been made for the commodity



802.11a/b/g systems due to hardware calibrations and inter-
fering transmissions [14]. Moreover, the SNR-BER relations
also vary with different propagation environments. Con-
sequently, SNR-based solutions require in-situ training to
perform well across different propagation environments [5].

7. RELATED WORK
There have been a number of rate adaptation (RA) pro-

posals [2,4–6,12,13]. They either target the legacy 802.11a/b/g
networks [2, 4–6], or take a cross-layer approach [12, 13] by
using Signal-to-Noise ratio and loss information to select the
best-goodput rate. These algorithms are not designed for
MIMO systems. They do not consider SS and DS operation
modes and 802.11n frame aggregation.

The early work on MIMO RA [8,9,16] takes the receiver-
based approach by exploiting the fast MCS feedback mecha-
nism. In addition to the issues raised in Section 6.3, these al-
gorithms require PHY feedback, not available in the current
802.11n driver [16]. Another sender-based RA proposal [18]
ARFHT selects the appropriate MIMO mode based on SNR
differences among receive antennas. It assumes MIMO chan-
nel reciprocity as it measures SNR at the sender based on
received frames. Moreover, challenges using SNR are dis-
cussed in Section 6.3. Atheros MIMO RA [3] is implemented
in 802.11n chipsets. It selects the best-goodput rate based
on SFER statistics, but the candidate rates for sampling and
selection are upper-bounded by maxRate.

There are also a few experimental studies relevant to this
work. In [10], authors report experimental findings on 802.11n,
but they do not focus on RA related issues. In [7], experi-
ments are based on a testbed that supports only a limited
set of 802.11n features.

There are extensive theoretical studies on MIMO com-
munications (e.g., [15, 16]). These analytical results seek to
characterize the theoretical features and tradeoffs of MIMO
systems, often in the limiting cases. In contrast, our study
uses experiments to examine the behavior of 802.11n MIMO
devices in the real-world settings.

8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we use an IEEE 802.11n compliant, pro-

grammable AP platform to study MIMO rate adaptation.
Our research shows that, an 802.11n RA scheme must ad-
dress MIMO related characteristics to do well. To this end,
we propose MiRA, a new RA algorithm that explicitly adapts
to the SS and DS modes in 802.11n MIMO systems. The
key insight is that diversity-oriented SS mode and spatial
multiplexing-driven DS mode exhibit different features and
cannot be managed indistinctly. Existing RA solutions do
not properly consider characteristics of SS and DS, thus suf-
fering from severe performance degradation. In fact, even a
fixed-rate scheme may outperform them. In a nutshell, our
work is among the first to examine MIMO RA in a practical
setting using programmable 802.11n commercial hardware.
We expect that our effort will stimulate more community
effort on MIMO RA to exploit the full capacity of MIMO
communication.
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